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Results

ppOpen-AT: An Auto-tuning (AT) Language
An AT language to add AT function to 
arbitrary programs. 
By adapting a dedicated preprocessor, 
the followings are generated: 
-Multiple candidates to optimize the 
target program.

-Code with searching function of 
performance parameters. 

!oat$ install unroll (i) region start
!oat$ varied (i) from 1 to 4
do i = 1 , n
do j = 1, n
do k = 1, n
A(i, j) = A(i, j) + B(i, k) * C(k, j)

enddo; enddo; enddo
!oat$ install unroll (i) region end

do i = 1, (n/3)*3, 3
do  j = 1, n

do k = 1, n
A(i,j) = A(i,j) + B(i,k) * C(k,j)
A(i+1,j) = A(i+1,j)+B(i+1,k)*C(k,j)
A(i+2,j) = A(i+2,j)+B(i+2,k)*C(k.j)

enddo; enddo; enddo
if (mod(n, 3) /= 0) then

do i = (n/3)*3+1, n
do j = 1, n

do k = 1, n
A(i, j) = A(i, j) + B(i, k) * C(k, j)

enddo; enddo; enddo
endif

Generate the code 
by dedicated 
preprocessor of 
ppOpen-ATExample of loop unrolling 

with depth from 1st to 4th . Generated loop unrolling codes 
with 3rd depth. 
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Specifying Optimization for Mixed-Precision Computations
An Example) Block Level

Generate the code by 
preprocessor.

Substitutions from 
DP to SP, and 

from SP to DP, are 
generated. Replace valuables / arrays 

/constant in the target block to SP.

Replace to SP.

A Sample Program (Directives for Blocks.）

An Example for Generated Code(Single-lization for the Block 1.)

The Supercomputer “Flow” Type I 
Subsystem (“Fugaku” Type), ITC, 
Nagoya University.

NICAM : Global Cloud Resolving Model
Nicam_dckernel_2016: One of benchmark packages.
A very long-body, three-nested loop.
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